CSE 105
Theory of Computation

Professor Jeanne Ferrante
Announcement & Reminders

• **HW 2**: Grades not available yet, will be soon
  • Solutions posted, read even if you did well
  • Grades are fixed 3 days after being reported
• **RQ 3**: Due Wed Apr 13
• **HW 3**: Due Friday Apr 15
• **Exam 1**: Wed, April 20, 8:00 - 9:50 pm WLH 2001
  • Special Review Session: Mon Apr 18
    • When: 8 - 9:50pm
    • Where: Peterson 108
  • Any legitimate issue with exam: email me asap
• Study Guide will be out shortly
• You will be allowed one 3 in by 5 in handwritten index card for the exam
Today’s Agenda

• δ* for DFA’s: Useful Notation
• Regular Expressions
• Non-Regular Languages
  • Pigeon-Hole Principle
  • Pumping Lemma
Definition of $\delta^*$ for DFA’s

Let $M = (Q, \Sigma, \delta, q_0, F)$ be a DFA, with $\delta: Q \times \Sigma \rightarrow Q$.

We define $\delta^*: Q \times \Sigma^+ \rightarrow Q$ as follows:

If $a \in \Sigma$, then

$$\delta^*(q, a) = \delta(q, a)$$

If $s = aw$, with $a \in \Sigma$, and $|w| \geq 1$, then

$$\delta^*(q, s) = \delta^*(\delta(q, a), w)$$
Let $M = (Q, \Sigma, \delta, q_0, F)$ be a DFA. Then a string $w$ is accepted by $M$ IFF $\delta^*(q_0, w) \in F$. This statement is:

A. TRUE
B. FALSE
C. Don’t Know

- Note that this is a useful way of describing acceptance of a string in a DFA without referring to the intermediate states.
- Can be used in proofs on HW and Exams.
Extremely useful

Regular Expressions

Another way to describe Languages
A Regular Expression is one of the following:

• Any symbol \( a \) from a finite set \( \Sigma \) (the alphabet)
• The “empty string” symbol \( \varepsilon \)
• The empty set symbol \( \emptyset \)
• \((R1 \cup R2)\)
  • where \( R1 \) and \( R2 \) are regular expressions
• \((R1 \circ R2)\) (or shorthand, \( R1 \cdot R2 \))
  • where \( R1 \) and \( R2 \) are regular expressions
• \((R1)^*\)
  • where \( R1 \) is a regular expression
Whoa!! How can we define a regular expression in terms of regular expressions? Isn’t that a contradiction?

• It’s okay!
• The reason is, the definition gives us a “roadmap” we can use for forming larger regular expressions out of smaller regular expressions
• This is an example of a definition by induction (or recursion)
• Many computational problems are defined this way
A Regular Expression $R$ is “shorthand” for a Language $L$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expression $R$</th>
<th>Language $L$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$a$</td>
<td>${a}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varepsilon$</td>
<td>${\varepsilon}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\emptyset$</td>
<td>$\emptyset$ (the empty set)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(R_1 \cup R_2)$</td>
<td>$L(R_1) \cup L(R_2)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(R_1 \circ R_2)$</td>
<td>$L(R_1) \circ L(R_2)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(R_1)^*$</td>
<td>$(L(R_1))^*$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

• (note that this contains $\varepsilon$, even if $L(R_1)$ doesn’t)

To find $L$ from $R$, work from inner to outer parentheses.
Examples

Regular Expression: Language:

(a U b) {a,b}
(a U b)* {w | w is 0 or more a’s and b’s}
(a U ε )* o b {w | w is 0 or more a’s, ending in one b}

Cautions:

• Parentheses are often omitted. When in doubt, do star (*) first, then concatenation (o), then union (U)
• The concatenation symbol is often dropped in practice, so ab is used instead of a o b
• ε and ∅ are different types, and have different effects: 1ε is {1}, but 1 ∅ is ∅
• The notation + is often used to denote “1 or more”
• The alphabet symbol Σ is often used (e.g. Σ *)
• + is often used for U (see HW 3)
Which of the following is NOT a regular expression ($\Sigma = \{0, 1\}$)?

A. $(\Sigma \Sigma \Sigma) \ast$
B. $\varepsilon \varepsilon$
C. $\Sigma + 1$
D. $1^* \emptyset \ast$
E. None or More than one of the above
Let \( L \) be the language of this regular expression: \( 1^*0 \)

Which of the following is NOT in \( L \)?

A. 10
B. 100
C. 110
D. More than 1 or none are NOT in \( L \)
Regular Expressions

Let L be the language of this regular expression: 
\(((a \cup \emptyset) \ b^*)^*\)

Which of the following is NOT true of L?

✓ A. Some strings in L have equal numbers of a’s and b’s
✓ C. L contains “aaaaaaaa”

✗ B. All strings in L have more b’s than a’s
✗ D. a’s never follow b’s in any string in L

E. More than one of the above
Regular Expressions Describe Regular Languages!

**THM 1.54:** A language $L$ is Regular IFF some regular expression describes $L$.

**Lemma 1.55:** If a language $L$ is described by a regular expression, then $L$ is regular.

**Proof:** Let $R$ be the regular expression describing $L$. We show how to convert $R$ into an NFA that recognizes $L$, following the inductive definition of regular expressions.

**Case 1:** $R = a$: Then $L$ is $\{a\}$, and the NFA to recognize $L$ is

![NFA for Case 1](image)

**Case 2:** $R = \epsilon$: $L$ is $\{\epsilon\}$, and the NFA to recognize $L$ is

![NFA for Case 2](image)

**Case 3:** $R = \emptyset$: Then $L$ is the empty set, and the NFA is

![NFA for Case 3](image)
Regular Expressions to NFA’s, Continued

Case 4: \( R = (R1 \cup R2) \): Let \( N1 \) be NFA corresponding to \( R1 \), and \( N2 \) be NFA corresponding to \( R2 \). We get a new NFA \( N \) describing \( L1 \cup L2 \) using Th. 1.25 Sipser (Closure of Regular languages under \( \cup \) )

Case 5: \( (R1 \circ R2) \): \textit{Follows from Th. 1.47 Sipser (Closure of Regular languages under \( \circ \) )}

Case 6: \( R1^* \): \textit{Follows from Th. 1.49 Sipser (Closure of Regular languages under \( * \) )}
Example: Regular Expression to NFA

Given the regular expression (01*), use Th. 1.54 to convert to NFA:
Lemma 1.60: If a language is regular, then it is described by a regular expression.

- Need to know above fact, but **not proof**
- Proof uses a **Generalized NFA (GNFA)**
  - GNFA allows *regular expressions* on edges, and
  - Reads a string of symbols, and
  - Can take the edge if the string is described by the regular expression on the edge
  - Accepts input string if after reading all input, ends in final state
- Proof converts DFA to GNFA’s with fewer and fewer states to get single regular expression
- We won’t be using GNFA’s
One More Regular Expression

Let \( L \) be the language of this regular expression: \((1 \ (0 \cup 1^*))^*\)

Which of the following is true of \( L \)?

A. \( \varepsilon \) is in \( L \)
B. \( L \) contains “00”
C. 1’s are never followed by 0’s in any string in \( L \)
D. More than one or none of the above
Regular Expressions in Software Tools

• First phase of Compiler: Transform Strings to Tokens

• Tokens can include
  • Keywords: if then end
  • Operators: < > =
  • Identifiers: x v variablename
  • Literals: decimal integer string character

• One Regular Expression for Each Token type

• Flex, Ragel
  • Example tools for creating a lexical analyzer
  • Based on regular expressions

• Variants of RE used in lots of other software tools
  • Perl, Python, Java, Ruby...
On beyond Regular! Or is that all there is?

NON-REGULAR LANGUAGES
Def: A Non-Regular Language is a set of strings that is *not* the language of any DFA.

To show a language L over a finite alphabet is Non-Regular we can:
A. Try a few DFA’s and prove none of them recognize L
B. Show there is an NFA that recognizes L
C. Try a few regular expressions and prove none of them describe L
D. Prove L is infinite
E. None of the Above
We know Regular Languages are given by Regular Expressions (or NFA’s or DFA’s) 

Ex: A Regular Expression over \{a,b\} for the set \{w \mid w \text{ starts with 5a’s and ends with 5b’s}\} is aaaaa (a U b)* bbbbb.

What about \{w \mid w = a^n b^n \text{ for } n \geq 0\} ?

Discuss with your neighbors whether you think there is a Regular Expression (or a DFA or NFA) that can describe this set, and summarize your conclusion.

A. YES
B. NO
C. Don’t know.

NO! DFA’s can only “remember” bounded amount of info!
For the birds

PIGEONHOLE PRINCIPLE
What is the *length* of the *longest* string this DFA can accept without visiting any state more than once?

A. 1  
B. 3  
C. 4  
D. 5  
E. None of the above
Given a string $s$ in $L$, and a DFA $M$ that recognizes $L$:

If $|s| \geq |Q|$, then when $M$ reads $s$, the sequence of states visited must be of length at least $|Q| + 1$

In this sequence of states, one (or more) state(s) must appear more than once *(by pigeon hole principle)*

Let’s consider one state that is being visited twice

$S = xyz$
Generalizing (continued):

Let’s consider one state that is being visited twice. We can write $s = xyz$

Questions: What happens in the DFA if you
Input $xz$
Input $xyyz$
Discuss with your neighbors
Any Regular Language must satisfy!

THE PUMPING LEMMA
Th. 1.70: Pumping Lemma for Regular Languages

For each regular language $L$, there is a pumping length $p$ for $L$, such that for every string $s$ in $L$ of length $\geq p$: 
1. $s$ may be divided into three pieces, $x, y, z$, $s = xyz$
2. $|y| > 0$ and $|xy| \leq p$
3. For each $i \geq 0$, $xy^iz$ is in $L$.

(For regular languages $L$, you can “pump out” elements of $L$: $xy^iz$, $i \geq 0$)

Question: For Reg Ex $0(101)^*1$: What are $x$, $y$ and $z$?
On beyond Regular!

USING THE PUMPING LEMMA

PROVING A GIVEN LANGUAGE IS NOT REGULAR
Review: Proof of S by Contradiction

- We start by assuming Statement S is FALSE
  - This is the same as NOT(S) is TRUE
- From our assumption NOT(S), we correctly derive a **logically false consequence**
- This false consequence is the **Contradiction**
- Conclusion: Our assumption, NOT(S) is TRUE is wrong, so S much be TRUE
We’ll use the Pumping Lemma to show a given language $L$ is not Regular

For each regular language $L$

[We assume $L$ regular and hope to get a contradiction]

There is a pumping length $p$ for $L$

[Pumping lemma gives you a number $p$ for $L]

For every string $s$ in $L$ of length $\geq p$

[You wisely choose a string $s$ in $L$ at least as long as $p$]

There are strings $x, y, z$ with $s = xyz$, $|y| > 0$, $|xy| \leq p$

[Given by the pumping lemma]

For each $i \geq 0$, $xy^i z$ is in $L$.

[You choose an $i$ that leads to contradiction! Therefore the assumption was false, $L$ is NOT regular]